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1.0 Introduction 

This Statement of Response, prepared by Downey Planning, Chartered Town Planners, 1 Westland 

Square, Pearse Street, Dublin 2, accompanies a planning application to An Bord Pleanála for a 

proposed strategic housing development on lands adjacent to the existing residential development 

known as ‘The Gallery’, Turvey Walk, off Turvey Avenue and to the west of Donabate Train Station, 

Donabate, Co. Dublin. 

Following consultation with Fingal County Council under Section 247 of the Planning and Development 

Act, 2000 (as amended), a request to enter into pre-application consultation with An Bord Pleanála 

was submitted in October 2019, with An Bord Pleanála subsequently accepting the Section 5 pre-

application consultation request in November 2019. The pre-application consultation meeting was 

then held at the offices of An Bord Pleanála on 2nd December 2019. 

On 17th December 2019, An Bord Pleanála issued the notice of pre-application consultation opinion 

for the proposed development, under case reference ABP-305727-19.  

Having regard to the above, the opinion states that An Bord Pleanála “has considered the issues raised 

in the pre-application consultation process and, having regard to the consultation meeting and the 

submission of the planning authority, is of the opinion that the documents submitted with the request 

to enter into consultations require further consideration and amendment to constitute a reasonable 

basis for an application for strategic housing development.” 

The opinion further states that, “An Bord Pleanála considers that the following issues need to be 

addressed in the documents submitted that could result in them constituting a reasonable basis for an 

application for strategic housing development: 

1. Development Strategy 

2. Residential Amenity 

3. Car Parking and Cycle Parking 

4. Childcare 

5. Infrastructural Services 

The statement now sets out a response to An Bord Pleanála’s pre-application consultation opinion. 

This statement of response should be read in conjunction with all drawings and documentation 

submitted as part of this Strategic Housing Development application. 

2.0 Items Requiring Further Consideration and Amendment 

2.1 Item No. 1 – Development Strategy 

 
ABP Opinion 
 

(i) Further justification at application stage of a connectivity strategy through the 

site, having regard, to inter alia, the comments of the planning authority, as set 

out in their opinion, received by the Board on the 15th November 2019. 

(ii) Justification for the treatment along Turvey Walk having regard to the planning 

authority’s comments, with specific reference to the creation of different unit 
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types, which would allow own door entrances off Turvey Walk to enliven the 

street. 

Applicant’s Response 

Connectivity Strategy 

In response to this, Downey Planning will set out the Connectivity Strategy for the subject site that is 

grounded in the provision of permeable routes for pedestrians and cyclists to surrounding areas, 

developments, landscapes and indeed to the nearby Donabate Train Station. For further details on the 

proposed Connectivity Strategy please also refer to the enclosed Architectural Design Statement and 

the Landscape Design Rationale Report. 

It is important to note that the proposed site layout plan has evolved over time and has been grounded 

in providing connections throughout the site and indeed ease of access for both existing and future 

residents to the train station. In this regard, the planning history context of the site is important to 

note as there are 2 no. extant planning permissions on the subject lands with two completely separate 

and segregated planning permissions which completely divides the lands in two with a 2m high 

boundary north to south across the lands with only potential for pedestrian access provided between 

the two schemes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Extant Planning Permissions for 76 no. residential apartments units 

F16A/0605 – 31 
no. apartments 

F16A/0268 – 45no. 
apartments 
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The existing extant permissions, which can both still be implemented, provide for: 

• F16A/0605 – 31 no. apartments in 2 no. blocks 3 storeys in height 

• F16A/0268 – 45 no. apartments in 3 no. blocks all 3 storeys in height 

However, this layout provides for reduced open space, increased surface car parking, boundary 

treatments and no connectivity or permeability across the subject lands. At this stage the lands were 

in separate ownership and accordingly two segregated proposals were permitted on the lands. Since 

the granting of these permissions, the applicant has engaged with the adjoining landowner and one 

proposal for the overall lands is now proposed. 

The proposed layout provides for routes from existing residential estates across the lands both in 

north – south and east- west directions. There are no boundary treatments proposed except for one 

boundary wall to the south of the lands providing a boundary between the proposed basement ramp 

and to the rear gardens of the dwellings on Turvey Avenue. Therefore, there are numerous 

connections across the lands whereby pedestrians and cyclists can walk or cycle safely and 

conveniently to the centre of Donabate, to the train station or indeed to surrounding areas. These 

connections are seen in figure 1 below. The proposed site layout plan aims to maximise permeability 

and connectivity to and through the site with an emphasis on quantum and quality of open space 

within the development. The open spaces are connected by a hierarchy of human scale, pedestrian 

orientated streets/paths that provide connectivity and legibility within and through the development. 

The proposed development successfully addresses the streets and public spaces providing an 

appropriate scale which ensures passive overlooking of the streets/paths and public spaces. There is 

minimal vehicular activity across the lands with vehicular access only to the south to provide access 

to the basement and parking for the retail/commercial unit with emergency vehicular access only from 

Turvey Avenue. Therefore, the routes and connections provided are pedestrian and cyclist friendly 

with high quality soft and hard landscaping to establish a functional public realm for the scheme. 

 
Figure 2: Proposed Pedestrian and Cyclist Connections 
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As part of the proposed development, it is also proposed to improve the existing public path 

connecting the adjoining Turvey Grove to Turvey Avenue. Currently this path is uninviting, overgrown 

with trees and hedging that can be considered unfriendly. This public path is narrow and provides a 

connection from Turvey Grove to Turvey Avenue and on to Donabate Train Station. 

The proposed development is seeking to remove the existing hedgerow along this public path and 

open up the path to provide a landscaped public pedestrian/cycle lane. It is proposed to transform the 

underused laneway along the western site boundary into a 3m wide shared pedestrian and cycle way, 

with enhanced sense of safety and security due to physical improvement of the facility as well as 

improved passive surveillance of it. This is a significant planning gain for the area at a considerable 

cost to the applicant with both existing and future residents utilising a safer, more inviting public path 

with wider connections and comfort. 

 

Figure 3: Existing Public Path and Proposed Public Path from Turvey Avenue 

The improvements to the existing path, removal of hedgerow and provision of a wider inviting 

landscaped realm that is overlooked by the proposed development thus increasing safety is 

considered a high-quality design response to the overall connectivity strategy for the lands. The new 

landscaped public pedestrian plaza is also continued to the north of the lands and is inviting for 
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residents to cross the lands to the train station either through the landscaped spaces of the proposed 

development or indeed via Turvey Avenue. 

The connectivity strategy is set out in full in the Architectural Design Statement prepared by Downey 

Planning & Architecture and within the Landscape Report prepared by Downey Landscape 

Architecture.  

In response to Fingal County Council comments it is noted that the Planning Authority considers that 

the subject lands ‘……can be considered as an edge of centre site. Nonetheless, it is important that it 

fits into the town centre and contributes to the development of a street network fitting to this location.  

In this regard, the Planning Authority consider that the scheme is inward looking in layout as opposed 

to more appropriately addressing its context. The proposed arrangement of perimeter blocks serve to 

visually and functionally close off the site. It is considered that there is a missed opportunity to create 

a new link through the site from Turvey Grove to Turvey Walk which would have increased accessibility 

to the railway station. This would have assisted in forming a new street and in reducing the urban grain 

to a level more akin to that of a town” 

It is considered that the adopted development strategy for the application site maximises connectivity 

between key local destinations and public transport routes through the provision of a high degree of 

permeability and legibility for all network users, particularly for pedestrians and cyclists.  The design 

of the proposed blocks have been carefully considered and is submitted that the scheme is not 

considered inward looking. The proposed blocks provide active frontages along all frontages (i.e. along 

Turvey Walk to the east and north and to the public path to the west) overlooking all existing streets 

and indeed proposed streetscapes. The proposed continuation of the public plaza to the south of the 

site (permitted under Reg. Ref. F15A/0181) to meet the proposed retail/commercial unit and the high-

quality inviting nature of the entrance to this scheme will ensure the proposed routes are actively 

used. A key design consideration was the retention as far as practical of the tree lined boulevard along 

Turvey Walk and the provision of own door access along this road to increase passive surveillance. 

It is noted that the Planning Authority considers a missed opportunity to create a link through the site 

from Turvey Grove to Turvey Walk that would have increased accessibility to the train station. It is 

submitted to the Board that the proposed layout provides considerable permeability and accessibility 

to the train station.  A direct route from Turvey Grove to Turvey walk would result in the same route 

as that currently proposed i.e. that residents from Turvey Grove would still have to walk east across 

the lands and then south along Turvey Walk to access the Train Station as opposed to walking south 

at the enhanced public pedestrian realm and then east across the lands. A direct street from Turvey 

Grove would not alter this requirement for access to the train station. Figure 4 below illustrates the 

proposed route and indeed the Local Authority suggested route which illustrates that at a certain point 

pedestrians will have to go north or south and that a direct east-west route from Turvey Grove to the 

train station is not achievable. The provision of such a street would also significantly reduce the density 

of development achievable on the subject lands immediately adjoining a public transport corridor. It 

is considered that the proposed development retains a similar desire line to that suggested by the 

Planning Authority. 
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Figure 4: Comparison between proposed route and Local Authority Route to Train Station 

Figure 5: Comparison between proposed route and Local Authority Route on proposed site layout 

Proposed Route 

LA Suggested Route 

Proposed Route 

LA Suggested Route 
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The proposed development has considerably evolved since the stage 1 meeting and the proposed 

development is clearly grounded in providing permeability, connectivity and accessibility for 

pedestrians. This is in contrast to the developments already permitted on the subject lands. 

The design of the proposed scheme ensures maximum connectivity to the immediate surrounding 

area and recognises the importance of placing the pedestrian and cyclist at the top of the user 

hierarchy. In light of this, it is now considered that the adopted development strategy for the 

application site maximises connectivity between key local destinations and public transport routes 

through the provision of a high degree of permeability and legibility for all network users, particularly 

for pedestrians and cyclists. Accordingly, the proposed scheme capitalises on the nearby linkages to 

public transport and cycling routes, providing varied mode and route choices along direct and 

attractive linkages to a range of amenities and local service destinations. This is in accordance with 

the ‘Guidelines for Planning Authorities on Sustainable Residential Development in Urban Areas’, the 

associated ‘Urban Design Manual’, and the ‘Design Manual for Urban Roads and Streets’ (DMURS). 

For further information in this regard, please refer to the drawings and documentation prepared by 

Downey Planning & Architecture and Downey Landscape Architecture which are submitted as part of 

this planning application. 

Treatment of Turvey Walk 

The proposed treatment of Turvey Walk is grounded in the protection and retention as far as practical 

of the existing tree line boulevard of Turvey Walk which has been one of the key principles of the 

design of any development on these lands since 2015. This principle was also applied to the current 

proposed design. The lands to the north east of the subject lands have also been considered as open 

space and therefore the current proposal respects this. Furthermore, the entrance to the subject lands 

from Turvey Walk has also been previously approved and it is considered that this is the most 

appropriate location for the entrance to the lands. A further design consideration was the 

continuation of a plaza style public realm to the south east of Block A to continue the permitted plaza 

development with café and restaurant to the south of the subject lands and indeed the separation 

distances between existing residential dwellings along Turvey Avenue and the proposed development 

(indeed separation distances have increased from that previously permitted as a result of the 

proposed scheme). These design considerations informed the layout of the proposed development 

along Turvey Walk which is set back to protect the trees, enhance the public open space, provide 1 

no. safe vehicular access to the scheme, provide appropriate separation distances and indeed to 

provide an inviting entrance plaza along Turvey Walk. 
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Figure 6: Existing Tree Line Boulevard to be retained 

On this basis the layout of the proposed Block A evolved. On the ground floor of proposed Block A 

there is 1 no. retail unit with a public plaza and the existing trees retained with only 3 trees removed 

to achieved sightlines. All units on the ground floor of proposed Block A now have own door access 

from Turvey Walk along with internal corridor access also provided. The provision of own door access 

immediately onto Turvey Walk would have resulted in the removal of the existing tree lined boulevard 

– a key design criteria was that this be retained. A buffer and privacy strip is proposed between the 

internal path and the private apartment amenity space. However, this is not out of context with the 

design of the surrounding environment and indeed permitted developments noting that immediately 

to the east on Turvey Walk, the recently constructed Wrens Hill Apartments are not directly fronting 

onto Turvey Walk with own door access). It is submitted to the Board that the proposal for own door 

access coupled with retention of existing trees is an appropriate design response for the subject lands. 

The public open space is open and inviting with children’s play equipment proposed within this area 

inviting children not only from the proposed scheme but also from The Gallery, Wrens Hills and Turvey 

Grove to have the benefit and enjoyment of this high quality open space area linking the surrounding 

developments with the proposed development. It is considered that the treatment of the proposed 

development along Turvey Walk is in accordance with the proper planning and sustainable 

development of the area. Please refer to the enclosed Architectural Design Statement for further 

details. 
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Figure 7: CGI of proposed Entrance to Development and Treatment along Turvey Walk 

2.2 Item No. 2 – Residential Amenity 
 

(i) Further consideration and / or justification of the documents as they relate to 

future residential amenity, having particular regard to the proportion of single 

aspect and north facing units and daylight and sunlight access. Particular regard 

should be had to the requirements of the Sustainable Urban Housing Design 

Standards for New Apartments Guidelines (2018) Section 3.16 – Section 3.19 in 

relation to the dual aspect ratio and north facing units. 

(ii) The clear identification on submitted floor plans at application stage of those 

apartments considered by the applicant to constitute dual aspect having regard 

to the provisions of ‘Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New 

Apartments, Guidelines for Planning Authorities’ (2018). 

In response to this item, it is submitted to the Board that the proposed development fully accords 

with the Sustainable Urban Housing Design Standards for New Apartment Guidelines 2018 with 

regards to dual aspect units. Section 3.17 of the guidelines notes that it is a policy requirement that 

apartment schemes deliver at least 33% of the units as dual aspect in more central and accessible and 

some intermediate locations. The proposed dual aspect units were also discussed at the Stage 2 

meeting.  In light of this, a number of design changes were made to the proposed scheme including 

revisions to Block A and Block B. The proposed development now provides for 53% of dual aspect units 

with no single aspect north facing units proposed. In addition, where single aspect units are proposed, 

the number of south facing units have been maximised or have either east or west facing aspects. 

The clear identification of dual aspect units on submitted floor plans in accordance with the provisions 

of the Sustainable Urban Housing Design Standards for New Apartment Guidelines 2018 are set out 

on Drawing No. PL 200 titled ‘Dual Aspect Plans Blocks A,B & C’ prepared by Downey Architecture 
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which are enclosed with the architectural planning pack accompanying this application. For further 

information, please also refer to the Architectural/Urban Design Statement prepared by Downey 

Architecture enclosed with the planning application documentation. 

Furthermore, Ronan Meally Consulting Engineers (RMCE) have carried out a detailed analysis of the 

proposed development and its potential impact on the residential amenity of existing and future 

residents in terms of daylighting, sunlight and overshadowing. This detailed analysis is contained 

within the report titled ‘Sunlight, Daylight and Shadow Analysis’. It assesses the sunlight and light from 

the sky to existing building, gardens and open spaces. Furthermore, the report also reviews the 

compliance of kitchens, living rooms and bedrooms in the proposed development subject to this SHD 

application. 

In terms of daylight, the report concludes that the development meets the pertaining BRE guidelines. 

There should be no noticeable loss of available light to the surrounding residential houses and meets 

the BRE Guidelines. In terms of sunlight/overshadowing to proposed amenity areas, the analysis 

confirms that there will be a very minor reduction in the available sunlight on the ground, with the 

available sunlight to the amenities meeting the BRE guidelines in all cases and as such the impact will 

be negligible. RMCE have also carried out a detailed analysis of a selection of apartments on each floor 

of each block A-C. The apartments chosen have been selected as they are felt to reflect either the 

most consistent apartment type, or the apartment type with what could be considered the most 

restricted opportunity to maximise daylight. Within each apartment, the bedrooms and 

kitchen’s/living rooms have been assessed and determined to have met the EN 17307:2018 

requirements. As can be seen within this analysis, all habitable spaces within Blocks A, b and C passes 

the Average Daylight Factor requirements as indicated by BS 8206. Following completion of all the 

necessary analysis of the proposed development, in relation to Sunlight, Daylight and Shadowing. 

RMCE note that from each of the analysis results in the report that the proposed development is 

assessed to be acceptable to the various criteria, indicated below; 

• Average Daylight Factor – IS EN 17303:2018 

• Overshadowing – BRE Guidelines 

• Annual Probable Sunlight Hours – BRE Guidelines 

• Vertical Sky Component – BRE Guidelines 

For further information in this regard, please refer to the ‘Sunlight, Daylight and Shadow Analysis’ 

prepared by Ronan Meally Consulting Engineers submitted as part of this SHD application. 

2.3 Item No. 3 – Car Parking and Cycle Parking 
 

(i) Further consideration and / or justification of the documents as they relate to 

quantum of car parking spaces, having regard to, inter alia, Chapter 4 

(Communal Facilities in Apartments) of the ‘Sustainable Urban Housing: Design 

Standards for New Apartments’ (2018). 

(ii) Further consideration and / or justification of the documents as they relate to a 

cycle strategy. This strategy should address location, accessibility, security and 

quantum of cycle parking spaces, having regard, inter alia, to Chapter 4 

(Communal Facilities in Apartments) of the ‘Sustainable Urban Housing: Design 

Standards for New Apartments’ (2018). 
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Car Parking Strategy 

NRB Consulting Engineers have prepared a Transportation Assessment Report for the proposed 

development which is enclosed as part of this application and includes a detailed car parking strategy 

and rationale.  

The proposed development generates a maximum requirement for the provision of 241 no. car 

parking spaces applying the Standards for Car Parking as set out in the Fingal County Development 

Plan 2017-2023. At the stage 2 meeting, 195 no. car parking spaces were proposed in light of feedback 

from the Transportation Department of Fingal County Council at Stage 1. However, following the stage 

2 meeting, the proposed level of car parking has been reduced from the previously proposed 195 no. 

car parking spaces to now provide for a total of 149 no. car parking spaces of which 144 no. spaces 

are located at basement level and are intended for residents of the proposed scheme (i.e. 1 no. car 

parking space per apartment) with 5 no. spaces at surface level to serve the proposed retail unit/visitor 

parking spaces. 

In relation to the revised car parking proposed for the scheme, the proposed development has taken 

cognisance of the car parking requirements as set out in the ‘Sustainable Urban Housing: Design 

Standards for New Apartments Guidelines for Planning Authorities’. Under Car Parking - Section 4.18 

of the Guidelines acknowledge that the quantum of car parking, or the requirement for any such 

provision for apartment developments will vary, having regard to the types of location in cities and 

towns that may be suitable for apartment development, broadly based on proximity and accessibility 

criteria. Under Section 4.19 the guidelines note that in larger scale and higher density developments, 

comprising wholly of apartments in more central locations that are well served by public transport, 

the default policy is for car parking provision to be wholly eliminated or substantially reduced. 

It is submitted to the Board that the provision of 1 car parking space per apartment and 5 no. spaces 

for visitor/retail use is appropriate in light of the location of the scheme and the content of the 

National Policy documentation. The site is within the heart of Donabate Village Centre and all of its 

associated facilities - it is located within 300m of the Donabate Railway Station and is also accessible 

by Dublin Bus Services serving Donabate - in these terms, it accords with National Policy in terms of 

Accessibility by non-car-modes. It is submitted that the appropriate level of parking would be 1 car 

parking space per apartment unit, combined with the availability locally of Car Share Services at 

Donabate Train Station, represents a sustainable and appropriate response to car parking provision in 

Donabate. 

The development will be managed and operated by a Management Company. Car parking will not be 

an automatic entitlement with the apartments. Parking will be allocated on a first come first serve 

basis by the Management Company and will be continually managed and promoted as such.  In 

addition, there are 20 no. spaces fitted with electric vehicles (EV) charging points serving the overall 

development, with the possibility of retrofitting further EV charging points in the future. For further 

details on the proposed car parking strategy, please refer to the enclosed Transportation Assessment 

Report prepared by NRB Consulting Engineers for further details. 
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Bicycle Parking Strategy 

The bicycle parking strategy is also included within the Transportation Assessment Report prepared 

by NRB Consulting Engineers.  

Following the Stage 2 meeting, the proposed bicycle parking serving the proposed development has 

been increased from the 164 no. spaces proposed at the Stage 2 meeting to now provide for 320 no. 

bicycle parking spaces (300 no. spaces at basement level and 20 no. spaces at surface level). 

The 'Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments Guidelines for Planning  

Authorities' sets out a recommendation in terms of Cycle Parking Provision. The policy requirement 

to provide cycle parking is set out in Section 4.18 of the Guidelines - the Guidelines suggest 1 space 

per bedroom PLUS 1 space for every 2 residential units. 

 

There are a total of 144 Apartments proposed containing a total of 280 Bedrooms – strict application 

of the Guideline suggests therefore that a total of 352 Cycle Parking Spaces are therefore required. 

This requirement would clearly be onerous, and it is proposed to provide a total of 320 bicycle spaces 

under the current plans (300 residential spaces and 20 for visitors). It is submitted that this provision 

represents an appropriate interpretation of the Guidelines noting the location of the lands adjoining 

the train station and that walking to the train station would be more favoured in this instance than 

cycling. Additional cycle parking can easily be provided within the development layout if deemed 

appropriate by An Bord Pleanála. Cycle parking is provided in the basement which will ensure secure 

and safe facilities are provided. The requirement and allocation of bicycle parking for the proposed 

development is fully set out within the enclosed report. Please refer to the enclosed Transportation 

Assessment Report prepared by NRB Consulting Engineers for further details in this regard. 

 

2.4 Item No. 4 – Childcare 
 

Should a childcare facility not be proposed, justification is required of the documents 

for the omission of a childcare facility. Report should be submitted on the need arising, 

if any, from the subject development and demographic profile of the area and childcare 

capacity including analysis of services in the immediate area. 

A comprehensive Childcare Provision Assessment Report has been prepared by Downey Planning and 

is enclosed as part of this SHD application. As part of the assessment, Downey Planning carried out a 

survey of the registered childcare facilities located within 2km of the subject site in order to determine 

the level of spare capacity available within the identified childcare facilities and the type of services 

available within Donabate. The results from this survey established that there is an overall spare 

capacity of 8 no. childcare spaces within the Donabate area.  

The ‘Childcare Facilities Guidelines for Planning Authorities’, DEHLG (2001) provide a framework to 

guide both local authorities in preparing development plans and assessing applications for planning 

permission, and developers and childcare providers in formulating development proposals. It is worth 

noting that this is a planning guidance document only, and therefore any standards set down in 

relation to relevant childcare legislation take precedence. 
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Section 3.3.1 of the Guidelines states that, “in relation to new housing areas, a standard of one 

childcare facility providing for a minimum 20 childcare places per approximately 75 dwellings may be 

appropriate. This is a guideline standard and will depend on the particular circumstances of each 

individual site.” 

As stated within Appendix 2 of the Childcare Facilities Guidelines, any modification to the indicative 

standard of one childcare facility per 75 dwellings should have regard to: 

1. “The make-up of the proposed residential area, i.e. an estimate of the mix of 

community the housing area seeks to accommodate. 

2. The results of any childcare needs analysis carried out as part of a county childcare 

strategy or carried out as part of a local or action area plan or as part of the 

development plan in consultation with county childcare committees, which will 

have identified areas already well-served or alternatively, gap areas where there 

is under provision, will also contribute to refining the base figure.” 

Section 4.7 of the ‘Sustainable Urban Housing Design Standards for New Apartments – Guidelines for 

Planning Authorities’ (2018) states the following in relation to the Childcare Guidelines: 

“Notwithstanding the Planning Guidelines for Childcare Facilities (2001), in respect of 

which a review is to be progressed, […] the threshold for provision of any such facilities 

in apartment schemes should be established having regard to the scale and unit mix of 

the proposed development and the existing geographical distribution of childcare 

facilities and the emerging demographic profile of the area. One-bedroom or studio 

type units should not generally be considered to contribute to a requirement for any 

childcare provision and subject to location, this may also apply in part or whole, to units 

with two or more bedrooms.” 

The proposed development provides for a total of 144 no. apartment units comprising 26 no. 1-beds, 

100 no. 2-beds, and 18 no. 3-beds. As per the calculations provided within the enclosed report, the 

proposed development will generate a potential requirement for 6 no. childcare spaces. 

Following discussions at the Stage 2 meeting, Downey Planning also contacted the Fingal County 

Childcare Committee (FCCC) who provided data on Early Years and School Gael Childcare in Donabate 

from a survey carried out in December 2018 by FCCC. This information is detailed in the enclosed 

Childcare Provision Assessment Report and found that there were 20+ vacancies in the pre-school 

services within 10 no. of the registered facilities that decided to participate in the survey. 

In addition to the existing available capacity within the area, there are 2 no. planning permissions 

which have been granted and would provide for an additional spare capacity of 120 no. childcare 

spaces (Reg. Ref. F17A/0108 and Reg. Ref. F17A/0373 – ABP Ref. PL06F.249206). This would result in 

an overall spare capacity of 128 no. childcare spaces in Donabate. It is thus considered that the level 

of potential childcare spaces generated by the proposed development can be adequately 

accommodated by existing, unoccupied and future potential facilities in the surrounding area. 

Furthermore, it is worth noting that the accessibility of future occupants to employment centres 

outside of Donabate allows them to choose a childcare facility located closer to their place of 

employment, which in turn results in less demand for Donabate. 
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The Childcare Provision Assessment Report submitted as part of this SHD application concludes that 

given the nature and scale of the proposed development, the quantum of available childcare spaces 

within the 13 no. registered childcare facilities within the vicinity of the subject site and the 

aforementioned granted planning permissions (Reg. Ref. F17A/0108 and Reg. Ref. F17A/0373 – ABP 

Ref. PL06F.249206), there is sufficient spare capacity to cater for the estimated future demand arising 

from the proposed development. 

In light of the above, the omission of a childcare facility from this residential development is 

considered appropriate due to the existing availability of childcare spaces and planned childcare 

facilities in the area, the demographics of the area within which the subject site is located, as well as 

the characteristics and scale of the proposed development and the potential demand generated by 

the proposed residential scheme. For further information in this regard, please refer to the enclosed 

Childcare Assessment prepared by Downey Planning. 

2.5 Item No. 5 – Infrastructural Services 
 

(i) Clarification with respect to upgrade works required to increase the capacity of 

the water network to serve the development. The clarification should include 

timelines involved, for completion of works, relative to the proposed 

development. 

(ii) Clarification with respect to the upgrade of a section of the 300mm diameter 

asbestos foul water sewer. This clarification should address: whether an upgrade 

is necessary; who is delivering this upgrade (e.g. IW of the prospective 

applicant)?; planning consents required (if applicable) and consent of third party 

land owners (e.g. Irish Rail). The clarification should also address the likely 

timelines involved for the delivery of this infrastructure relative to the proposed 

SHD. 

Malony Millar Consulting Engineers have consulted with Irish Water with regards to the proposed 

development and have prepared a comprehensive response to Item 2.5 under a separate cover 

submitted with the application documentation.  

With regards to the water network, Irish Water have confirmed under the proposed development Pre-

Connection Enquiry Reference No. CDS19002958 that: 

“In order to accommodate the proposed connection, upgrade works are required to 

increase the capacity of the water network in Donabate area. Irish Water currently has a 

project on our current investment plan which will provide the necessary upgrade and 

capacity. This upgrade project is scheduled to be completed in Q1 2020 (this may be 

subject to change) and the proposed connection could be completed as soon as possibly 

practicable after this date.” 

Therefore, Irish Water will complete the upgrade works and it is anticipated that these works will be 

completed in full prior to the commencement of the proposed development. 

With regards to the foul network Irish Water have issued a Statement of Design Acceptance for the 

watermain and foul networks. The foul network which Irish Water will be taking in charge is from 

manhole F2 to the existing 300mm asbestos foul water sewer. Any basement drainage shall not be 
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taken in charge. Malony Millar have been in contact with Irish Water regarding a proposed upgrade 

to a 300mm asbestos pipe which runs under a railway bridge to the north of the site. This is due to the 

fact that the foul water arising from the proposed development will have to pass through this 300mm 

pipe, and an upgrade is required to accommodate this proposed increase in volume. It has been 

confirmed that Irish Water will complete the works, and will notify Irish Rail closer to the beginning of 

the works. As it is underneath a railway bridge, it should not cause undo disruption to trains. A 

connection agreement, once finalised, will contain all details relating to the upgrade works required. 

Upon first applying to Irish Water, a Certificate of Feasibility was issued on the 6th June 2019. It 

mentioned the possibility of requiring an upgrade to a 300mm asbestos pipe upstream of our 

connection to the proposed network. Following correspondence with Irish Water, it was identified 

that 70m of the 300mm asbestos pipe requires upgrading to a 450mm pipe. This additional 

information was reissued as a revised Certificate of Feasibility on 3rd February 2020. See Appendix A  

of the Engineering Services Report for complete correspondence with Irish Water, copies of 

Certificates of Feasibility, and copy of Statement of Design Acceptance. Whilst it is difficult to 

determine the completion of these works by Irish Water, the applicant will liaise with Irish Water as 

part of a connection agreement and provide a contribution towards the costs of the upgrade works as 

confirmed by Irish Water. 

The response to this item confirms that the proposed development can be accommodated within the 

surrounding network and is set out in full within the Engineering Services Report enclosed within this 

application. 

 

3.0 Requested Specific Information 

3.1 Item No. 1 – Architectural Design Statement 
 

An updated Architectural Design Statement. The statement should include a 

justification for the proposed development, having regard to, inter alia, urban design 

considerations, visual impacts, site context, the locational attributes of the area, 

linkages through the site, pedestrian connections and national and local planning 

policy. The statement should specifically address the separation distance between 

proposed blocks within the site, the relationship with adjoining development and the 

interface along key frontages, in particular, along Turvey Walk. The statement should 

be supported by contextual plans and contiguous elevations and sections. 

Downey Architecture have prepared a detailed Architectural/Urban Design Statement for the 

proposed development. This document outlines the design rationale for the proposed development 

including urban design criteria, context, location, connectivity strategy, compliance with design 

standards etc.  Please refer to the enclosed Architectural Design Statement for further details. 

3.2 Item No. 2 – Housing Quality Assessment 
 

A Housing Quality Assessment that provides details in respect of the proposed 

apartments set out as a schedule of accommodation, with the calculations and tables 

required to demonstrate compliance with the various requirements of the 2018 

Guidelines on Design Standards for New Apartments. 
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Downey Architecture have prepared a Housing Quality Assessment which is submitted with this 

application and provides further details on the proposed schedule of accommodation, including the 

pertaining calculations and tables as per the ‘Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New 

Apartments’ Guidelines. Please refer to the enclosed Housing Quality Assessment and 

Architectural/Urban Design Statement prepared by Downey Architecture for further information in 

this regard. 

3.3 Item No. 3 – Open Space and Communal/Playground Facilities 
 

A schedule of open space and communal / playground facilities within the development 

clearly delineating public, semi-private and private spaces. Details of any resolution / 

agreement with the p.a. in terms of contribution in lieu. 

Downey Landscape Architects have prepared a full schedule of open space areas delineating public, 

semi-public, communal and private open space. These areas are set out within Drawing No. 1802 P2 

103 prepared by Downey Landscape Architects and enclosed with the landscape architecture pack 

accompanying the application. 

To date there is no agreement with the Planning Authority with regards to contribution in lieu. It was 

discussed at a subsequent meeting with the Parks Department that the open space is calculated on 

the basis of 75% Class 1 open space and 25% Class 2 open space in accordance with the standards as 

set out in the Development Plan. It was noted at this meeting that a contribution can be agreed for a 

shortfall if required. In further email correspondence issued to Parks, it was noted that the proposed 

development provides for a significant quantum of open space areas including: 

• 1,758 sq.m. communal open space, 1,199 sq.m. of public open space and 1,688 sqm. of semi-

public open space (i.e. public pedestrian landscaped path/realms). This provides for a total of 

4,645 sq.m. of open space areas.  

• Private open space of the form of privacy strips and indeed balconies are also provided with 

the design also cognisant of retaining the existing trees along Turvey Walk. 

• The applicant is also proposing to significantly enhance the existing public path through the 

removal of the existing shrubbery, railings etc and providing a high quality 3m wide footpath 

and cycle lane with enhanced landscaping and enhanced security for residents of Turvey 

Grove, the proposed development and indeed the surrounding public. The applicant will bore 

the cost of this public realm improvement. 

On this basis, noting that the general Section 48 contributions applicable to the scheme comprises a 

quantum of contributions for public open space in the area such as for Newbridge Demesne, Downey 

Planning are of the considered opinion that an additional open space levy would not be necessary or 

required for the proposed development given the wider public gain from the proposed public realm 

improvements from Turvey Walk to Turvey Grove and indeed that the proposed development is 

accessible to all members of the public with significant areas of open space for this site which 

comprises 1.16ha including the existing public path. However, should the Board deem that a 

contribution for shortfall in open space is required, the applicant is happy to engage with the Planning 

Authority regarding same following a grant of planning permission. 
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3.4 Item No. 4 – Public Lighting 
 

Details of public lighting. 

Fallon Design M&E Engineering have prepared the public lighting scheme for the proposed 

development and the drawings and pertaining report are enclosed with this application. The 

aforementioned drawings indicate the site services for the subject lands and include Drawing No. 

1756-SS50-00 titled ‘Site Services – Public Lighting’ and Drawing No. 1756-SS50-01 titled ‘Site Services 

– Public Lighting Ducting Layout’, the calculations are provided within the enclosed report. 

Please refer to the enclosed documentation prepared by Fallon Design M&E Engineering for further 

details in this regard. 

3.5 Item No. 5 – Green Infrastructure, Landscaping and Arboriculture 
 

Details of a Green Infrastructure Plan, Landscaping Plan, Arboriculture drawings, and 

engineering plans that take account of one another. 

Please refer to the ‘Combined Services and Tree Protection Plan’ Drawing No. PL- 641 prepared by 

Downey Landscape which comprises engineering plans, Landscape plan, green infrastructure plan, and 

arboricultural plan that take account of one another. Please refer to this drawing which is enclosed 

with the landscape architects pack and enclosed with this application for further details. 

3.6 Item No. 6 – Architectural and Archaeological Heritage  
 

Details of Architectural and Archaeological Heritage impact raised by the planning 

authority at the pre application planning meeting stage (SHD s. 247 meeting, Friday 

14th June 2019). 

An Archaeological Assessment Report has been prepared by Archer Heritage and is enclosed with the 

planning application pack. The report found that:  

• There are no recorded monuments situated within the site boundaries, however, the site is 

within the Zone of Notification for several of medieval and prehistoric date. 

• No potential archaeological features were recorded in aerial photos of the subject site. 

• Examination of the cartographic sources indicates no archaeological features. 

• No archaeological excavations have been undertaken previously within the subject site, 

however a number of excavations in the vicinity have uncovered archaeological features. 

• No archaeological features or material were identified during the course of the test-

excavation. 

The report recommends further archaeological monitoring of groundworks takes place due to the 

proximity of surrounding archaeological activity. Please refer to the enclosed report for further details. 

An Architectural Heritage Impact Assessment Report has been prepared by Fergal McGirl Conservation 

Architect. The report confirms that the development will not have a significant impact on the setting, 

significance or the ability to appreciate the Protected Structure based on the assessment of existing 
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and proposed photomontages views and the additional considerations as set out within the report. 

Please refer to the enclosed Architectural Heritage Impact Assessment Report for further details. 

4.0 Notification of Authorities 

The Board also requested that, pursuant to Article 285(5) (a) of the Planning and Development 

(Strategic Housing Development) Regulations 2017, the following authorities should be notified in 

the event of the making of an application arising from this notification in accordance with Section 

8(1)(b) of the Planning and Development (Housing) and Residential Tenancies Act 2016:  

 

• Irish Water 

• Coras Iompair Eireann 

• Commission for Railway Regulation 

• Department of Culture Heritage and the Gaeltacht 

• An Taisce 

• Heritage Council 

• An Comhairle Ealaionn 

• Failte Ireland 

• Fingal Childcare Committee 

 
Downey Planning can confirm that the above list of bodies have all been notified of the making of this 

planning application and copies of the relevant correspondence to them are included under separate 

cover as part of this application to the Board. 

5.0 Conclusion 

This Statement of Response to An Bord Pleanála’s Notice of Pre-Application Consultation Opinion 

indicates how the items outlined within An Bord Pleanála’s opinion have been fully addressed by the 

applicant and design team prior to lodgement of this application to An Bord Pleanála. 

The document also addresses the specific information requested by An Bord Pleanála and identifies 

the source or location of the response within the accompanying planning submission documentation.  

The relevant prescribed authorities identified in the pre-application consultation opinion from An Bord 

Pleanála have also been notified of the submission of the planning application in accordance with 

Section 8(1)(b) of the Planning and Development (Housing) and Residential Tenancies Act 2016. 

The changes pertaining to the design of the proposed development incorporated into the final scheme 

proposed are considered to result in a high-quality development now being presented to An Bord 

Pleanála for approval, and as such it is submitted that the further consideration and amendment of 

the documents previously submitted now constitute a reasonable basis for an application for strategic 

housing development. 

In light of the foregoing, it is respectfully submitted that the proposed development is consistent with 

the proper planning and sustainable development of the area, and is consistent with the relevant 

national, regional and local planning policies and guidelines. 


